
Hello! Thank you for participating in the scoring

Please follow these steps to complete the evaluation:

1. Read the scenario and review the steps required for scoring:

Scenario and Task:  

Samantha is a 65-year-old who still works full-time and is short on time.  She lives in Smalltown, USA.  Samantha

and her partner are hungry for dinner, and tonight is one of those nights where she is too tired to make dinner for

the two of them. They are hungry for a nice hand tossed pepperoni pizza.  She decides to order dinner through

“Take Out Xpress.” It’s a new, local delivery service that just launched their beta app.

2. Perform the task going to the web site

 3. Use stickies to document any issues found:

     Findings should be written individually; one sticky per issue

     Place your finding under the appropriate heuristic  

     Add a location to the sticky to indicate where the issue was found

4. Score each heuristics against the whole experience:

Place a red/yellow/blue/green circle beside each heuristic. Red is 0, Orange is 1, Yellow is 2, Blue is 3, Green is 4. 

 

Instructions for Scorers

Heuristic

1. Visibility of System

Status:  Keep users

informed of what is going

on.

Rate the task experience against each heuristic and provide feedback and

recommendations.

1. Assign a rating to each heuristic using the 0-4 scale to the right.

- Place the appropriate colored circle in each row in the column under your

name.

2. Provide feedback to explain your rating.

- Use a square sticky for each item you find

- Write down the issue that supports the heuristic including which step or

screen in the flow the problem was found
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EVALUATOR 1 EVALUATOR 2

CONSENSUS  SCORE

Minor usability

problem: fixing this

should be given low

priority

Usability catastrophe:

imperative to fix this before

product can be released

Cosmetic problem

only: need not be

fixed unless extra

time is available on

project�

3

Excellent

There are no

issues

2. Match between System and

the Real World:  Speak the

users language, follow real-

world conventions, establish or

follow known mental models

Overall Score  Findings

3. User Control and

Freedom:  Give users an

out

4. Consistency and

Standards:  Follow widely

accepted industry

standards for design and

copy.

5. Error Prevention:  

Remove effort to prevent

errors and increase

efficiency

6. Recognition Rather

Than Recall:  Remove

cognitive load by making

objects actions and options

visible

8. Aesthetic and

Minimalist Design:  

Prioritize focus on what's

necessary and no more

than that

9.  Recognize, Diagnose and

Recover from Errors:  Errors are

shown immediately using plain

language and clear ways to fix

10. Help and

Documentation:  Users can

get help if they need it

TOP THREE

INSIGHTS FROM

THE WORKFLOW

7. Flexibility and Efficiency

of Use:  Cater to

inexperienced and

experienced users;  allow

users to tailor frequent

actions

 1   2  3  4  5

Please use these as "hints" in case you get stuck.  The preference is to see how you go through it on your own.

SCORING AREA

Consensus

Score

 1   2  3  4Preparing for

Heuristic Evaluation

1. Align with stakeholders on the

task or set of tasks to be

evaluated

2. Work with stakeholders and

consult behavioral metrics to

determine the exact path through

the flow to be scored. 

3. Write a scenario that will bring

evaluators through the specific

steps outlined in flow. Include

information about motivation,

completed pre-work, persona,

user type, etc.

4. Identify your scoring team

made up of UX Researchers 

Setting up the

Evaluation 

1. Copy this mural as your template for

evaluation and fill in appropriate details

pertaining to the flow.

2. Determine the environment or set of

screens that will be evaluated and run

through the task yourself.

3. Gather screen shots representing

each step of the process to complete

the task.

4. Set up a "pre-consensus" meeting

with all scorers and stake holders a

week before the scoring consensus

session will be held.

5. Send out the scoring consensus

session invite.

Scoring

1. Each scorer will walk through the flow following

the scenario provided.

2. After reviewing the flow carefully, they will rate

each of the 10 heuristics against a score of 0-4

 

0= Usability catastrophe

1= Major usability problem

2= Minor usability problem

3= Cosmetic problem

4= Not a usability problem

 Note: Rating should be on the impact the issue

has on the user and how likely they will fail or give

up

3.  After placing a rating beside the heuristic, each

scorer will add their findings noting where in the

flow the issue is located

Findings should be recorded using one sticky per

item

Steps for Conducting a Heuristic Evaluation

Ordering Take Out Task

Consensus 

1. All scorers will join a scoring consensus session

where they will align on a score for each heuristic. 

2. Each scorer will discuss the top findings they

have that pertain to each heuristic and will align on a

list of top issues.

3. The moderator records the score for each

heuristic and summarizes the list of top items that

correlate with the score.

4.  Stakeholders may or may not be included in the

consensus session.

5. At the conclusion of the session the moderator

will create the debrief.

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Overall Score  Findings/ Examples

-   Comprised of Jakob Nielsen's "10 Industry Heuristics for Interface Design"

-   Are considerd "Rules of Thumb"

-   Used to evaluate task experiences

UX Quality Heuristics

Measurement

Computing the Overall Task Score  

Hints for the Tasks

- Score is based on a total value of 100

- Each heuristic is worth 4 points, total of 40

     

- Overall Usability Rate is the sum of the 10 heuristics divided

by the total value of 40 .

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

Consensus

Score

this is a text box for the agreed upon list of

findings

 6  7

1

Major usability

problem: important to

fix, so should be given

high priority

0

There were a lot

of areas that

needed status

updates or to let

users know what

was happening

There was no

progress meter

to tell me where

I am in the flow

It was not clear on

the account

information page

which fields were

required.

3

The

language is

easy to

understand

0

There is no

way to get

out of the

ABC pizza

site

No way to go

back and forth

between

screens

1

Jumping in and

out of the Take-

Xpress site and

the ABC pizza

adds to the user

cognitive load

1

Jumping in and

out of the Take-

Xpress site and

the ABC pizza

adds to the user

cognitive load

2

There was

no review

screen for

the user

3

It was easy

to

understand

3

The design

and layout is

not overly

complex

0

I don't knoew

when a mistake

has been made

completing the

form.

0

There were no

tool tips nor

help

documentation

EVALUATOR 3

Overall Score  Findings/ Examples

2

2

3

0

0

Unable to

search for

type of food

No info

available about

the restaurants

without clicking

in for more

details 

No indication of type of food

for "Dave's" and "Ann's

Homestyle"...forcing user ot

click into the restaurants to

find out what type of food

they serve

No way to get

back to the

restaurant list

after clicking

into a resaurant

No indication

of number of

steps in the

ordering

process

No Progress

indicator to let

you know where

you are and

how many steps

are left

No way to get

back to pizza

type selection

after selecting

a type

No way to

understand if

the pizza is

hand tossed

No expected

delivery time 

on confirm

page

No option to

select

quantity

Forced to tap the

"Continue" button when

slelcting pizza type...expect

to just tap on type

Expectations are set

ahead of time for the

overall process

No indication given

for how the accopunt

info entered will be

used

Uncluttered

design

No unneccessary

information

provided

Error

messaging

not helpful to

fix error

Can't get help at any point

in the flow...you are on your

own

Easy for first

time users to

order the

meal

Does not save

order for you

to order more

quickly next

time

Can't order two

differnt types of

pizzas as thre is no

add additional itmes

option

information

does not prefill

for the user on

account open

screen

No way to

navigate

backwards

ithrough the

flow

Cant save

order for

later

Jarring

experience to

move from Take-

Out Express

screens to ABC

Pizza screens

0

2
2

0

0 0

34

0

0

2

1
2

4 2

Error messaging

does not provide

reason or next

steps

0

0
0

0

1

0

0

0

1

3

2. Match between System and the Real World


